
ABSTRACT

This study was designed to determine ifapersonalitytest,The
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) , and a c.a,reer decision-making process
questionnaire could be used to identify specific personalitytype$,.a,ng.
examine the problems and influences •••••·the$e~tYpeSEh.a,1le:i.J:l.t:h~5i7:t"~~t'
decis ion-making process. The sampie~for~-~thi:s=s:tu.dY-=:e:<'fi::;--i-S:~e~g.=~:t"~~==:::::~c~~~~~~

undeclared/undecided students, 25 femalesa:nd a m.a,les., enrolled in the
fall 1987 freshman and sophomore classes.

Two research questions and 13 hypotheses directedthisist.udY.
Research question 1 asked, "Can the Myers-BriggsTypelndicatorJ?eY-~l'td

to assess career decision-making in undecicledstuderit:s?"~e~'U.~~s

indicated that two Myers-Briggs types, FeelingandPerceiving,appeaii'ed
twice as often as ()ther types. Researchqt1estion 2 asked, i"Canthe
career decision-making process questionnaire be used to assess career
decision-making in lmdecided students?" Results found that Introverted
types reported greater indecision and anxiety in career decision-making;
Correlations between MBTI types and career.influences revealed
relationships between: Perceiving types and their interests,. Thin1<.ing
types and faculty members, judging types and earning a degree; Feeling
types and making money. Correlations between MBTI types and ideal job
features found these relationships: Introverted and Sensing types ang.
making money, Introverted types and security for the future, Extraverted
types and being of service to others, Intuitive types and being
creative, Intuitive types and leisure time, Thinking types'arid
recognition and prestige, Judging types·· and ability , Perceiving types
and personal fulfillment, recognition and prestige, and beingcre.a,tive.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Entry level college students are

decisions they must make in pursuit of a

those decisions is selecting a college major and career path. With

over 20,000 careers to choose from, this becomes an

many students. Frequently students approach career decision-making with

a limited base of knowledge of themselves and of the pos$i.ble career

opportunities. Unaware of what to base their career decision Qn. many

students are influenced by factors such as: (a)pa:iCEmtalor/peer

expectations, (b) successful adult acquaintances, (c).Ga.:iC~~t'\:t::i.~lds

currently in demand, (d) large salaries,and (~) g1.alllqr:i.zed:i.llla.g~::; of

professionals in various fields. The increasi.ng number of stude.nts that

are undecided, undeclared, or start a career path and then change

minds during the first two years of college, indicates

problem students have in their career decision-making proCe::;s;

Career decision-making involves various college

advisors as well as the undecided or undeclared

who work with college counselors and advisors

through self-directed career tests. Often advisors willhe1.p.students

plan their career search by selecting specific courses from the

required core curriculum. Using various int~rest tests and



environmental assessments, the career

understand and evaluate interests,

self-concepts so that appropriate career decisiom.makingpro¢ess!!oan

take place.

Underlying the career decision-making process,

advisors use, are several theories whichipointto

personality factors, development, and careerdecisiommaking; The

theorist most closely associated with personality types

Jung. The essence of Jung's theory (1921/1971) was that much seemingly

random variation in behavior is actually quite.order1y andcorisistent

being due to basic differences in the way individuals prefer to use

their perception and judgment. Perception involves all the ways

becoming aware of things, people, happenings, or ideas

involves all the ways of coming to conc1us........................_--_..._.._=~===========!====

perceived. If people differ systematically in what they perceive and in

how they reach conclusions, then it is only reasonable for them to

differ correspondingly in their reactions,

motivations, and skills (Myers & McCaulley, 1987,· p. 1).

Two contemporary practitioner theorists, Elizabeth Myers and

Katherine Briggs, used Jung's theory of personality to deve1op!a

multifaceted instrument, the Myers-Briggs Type

among other things, would help predict and explain pI·e1:e]CelnOes!!t6I~!!=!.=...!.!.__~==

decision making and career choice. TheMBTI has four

Extraversion vs. Introversion, Sensing vs. Intuition, Thinking vs.

Feeling and Judging vs. Perceiving. These four soa1es measure

preferences and personality type. The MBTI gives the student a more



total picture on which to base his or her

1980)~

The developmental perspective encompassesasomewhatcprec1.d:etable

sequence of growth adaptation

identified milestones that happen over a lifetime in

events" such as "leaving the family" (Erickson, c1959; Super,

other theorists have focused on milestones in terms

cognitive events, .such as "managing emotions", which happen to

college aged individuals (Chickering, 1969;Perry.1970). Each milestone

has its own learning tasks and form the foundation

develppment literatu.re, and provide important concepts for understanding

the career decision-making process.

Each theorist represented a different aspect ofthedevelopment~land

career decision-making process. Erik Erickson 1968)
.. ···········"-"·""···"·-····"-'C-....~-'"-...=....~~=-cc=-cc=-cc=~====~=cc==~

foundation for student development efforts in his description of

psychosocial stages. Chickering (1969) built on Erickson's foundations and

proposed a model of development for students in ....h~ 1 o'n:; ~~~ ~~--~

William Perry described a model in which the intellectual and ethical

stages of student development evolve through a nine

Super (1957) highlighted the continuous life stages in the

career.

In summary, the process of choosing a major andcar:eer

easy for many students. Oftentimes students base their career: decisions

on outside influences, without self-explora.t~oIlandself .. processing.

Jung's type theory as implemented by the MBTI gives afrariieworkfo:r

understanding that different personality types respond to developmental



Review of Literature

Importance of the Study

The purpose of this study was to explore reasonsforundecidedness

in the career decision-making process usingJung'stheory.of

Psychological Types implemented by the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, and

selected, development theories. The practical result of this research

might lead to a more effective decision-making process with the help of

trained college counselors and academic advisors •... "'"'"'"'"'"'"'_.."' ....-..__..~~~.=========-==.=.==~~~==="

tasks, experiencing college, and career

way., The MBTI may help to predict and explain congruent choices between

personality type and career choice. College career and academic

advisors use this instrument in

college major and academic planning.

This study investigated the factors of career decision-making and

personality types among freshmen and sophomores at the TT._.L __ • __ ~

Wisconsin-La Crosse. Two research instruments were used to

factors of career decision-making, the Myers-Briggs

(MBTI) and a career decision-making process

literature, therefore, was divided into six sections related to the

career decision-making process: (a) The Undecided and Undeclared

Student; (b) Selected Personality Theories; (c) .SelectedDevelopmental

Theories; (d) Career Decision-Making; (e) Myers-Briggs Type Indicator



Students come to college in varying degrees of teadiness.

students come to college to pursue

and other students hope to be able to find a career

a college major and career path may challenge and motivate some

students, while the same choice may be overwhelming for bthers6ident::s.

This section examines defining an undecided, undeclared student and

several developmental and personality va.riablest::hcit±have been

researched in terms of undecidedness.

One of the problems in identifying 1::l:1_~~_PO~l:l_!~t:~onhasbeen>its-lack

of consistent definition. The category of undecided and undeclared ha.s

been used interchangab1y in identifying similar popl.1.1ations. This

confusion over the use of terms appears to

researcher and/or institutions' organizatiOnal labeling thana true

substantive difference.

No precise definition has been established for the undecided

student. The American College Dictionary (1988)

as "(a). not decided or settled, (b). not having

irresolute." Many researchers have only beenahle tOtlef:lhe theterffi

through measuring devices and questionnail:'~I3' Various other terms such

as uncertain, undetermined, indecisive, vocationally undecided,

academically undecided have also been used to describe and define this

and Career Decision-Making; (f) Myers

Occupational Choice.

The Undecided or Undeclared Student ------------------~---~-~~~-=~-~=~~--~~=---------------
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population.

Other researchers (Ginn, 1974; Crites, 1969)found

The indecisive disposition is
of a life history in which a
acquire the necessary cultural involvement, self.,
confidence, tolerance of ambiguity; sense of
identity, self and environmental knowledge to cope
with vocational decision-making as well as with
other common problems. Such people should be

Baird (1969) set forth in his study

developmental process which could be explained by various theories of

than a committed one. In this way, the students'·· task could be one .of

discovering, testing, and confirming whether or not the choice was a

good one. Rose and Elton (1971) postulated that the undecided student

decision prematurely, students yield to socially acceptable.press'-lt'es

stages associated with decision making. For students to <foreclose and

According to Erickson's (1968) theory, foreclosureoccl.l.rS when students

make decisions before exploring their values and needs. Bymaking>a

Erickson characterizes as necessary for growth and creativity.

who made an occupational choice should

fit Erik Erickson's theoretical construct of "identity foreclosure."

be undecided about a vocation. Berger (1967) proposed

vocational development and that

accept a role identity too soon, they may avoid the natu:r:al crises that

that career indecision was related to underlying· personality problems

before they have had an opportunity to work through normal developmental

vocational decision was also a developmental process in which

and needed a more intensive counseling approach.

(1977) described a student having an
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career information.

Baird (1968) reported that

especially difficult to help because they suffer
from a complex cluster of maladaptive attitudes
and coping behaviors (p. 413).

For the purpose of this study the term undecided is defined as

There are many sound reasons why college students may elect not to

group under the·rubrick of "undecided". -This definition includes the

Of the many studies reported in the literature pertaining to <•• the

personality components influence the d~<::~~_~~~:~aking ability of college

sophomores who had not declared a specific major. This group is butone-

assumption that indecision represents a natural process that maybe

influence of maturation, a number stand out as well designed and _.

age students.

Wisconsin-La Crosse. Further, they will be defined <as fl:.'.eshmenl3.nd

udeclaredmaj ors in their firstandsecon~yearat=univers-~ty-,~E..'·3=;::;:--

interests or lack of interest development.

make an educational or vocational decision. Some experts feel decision

making is a natural maturation process while others feel that various

facilitated by interest testing, self-exploration, and exposure to

significant in their findings. Williamson (1939) proposed that

bright students who have not chosen a specificvocat:ionmay"Oe3c(j.eJ,ay4ng

that undecidedness was a developmental P:r()cE3 SS which could be explained

the choice because they were capable of doingmaythingsa:tid,thel1'efo.r.ec;2....

had many more alternatives open to them. Baird (1969) latel1' proposed

by theories of vocational development, in particular those theories of

Super, Tiedman, and Holland who emphasized that it was normal to expect



some students to be undecided about a vocat:l;on

8

1973;) . Berger (1967) felt that

developmental process in which students who

should consider it a tentative

student's task then, could be one of

confirming whether or not the choice was a good one.

Holland (1976) found that people change their vocational

in response to positive reinforcements from others,

"others" are numerous and significant to the person concerned. Holland

and Nichols (1984) in their sample of National Merit Finalists found

undecided students to have a complex and creative outlook about the

world and especially the world of work; Baird (1969) observed that

undecided students emphasized ~eveloping their minds and intellectual

ability and were less vocationally oriented .
.....................~_ _ ~~._---~~~~~~~===,=~ ..~.~,.=""""

The researchers who feel that personality factors.influence the

decision-making process often assume that the undecided student is in

some way different from the decided student~

(1966) found undecided students to be more dependent than decided

students. Saltoun (1980) found immature individuals

anxiety, and therefore had little intention of exploring their

environment and were unlikely to acquire job 1 1 _.:1-'-.... ,,..;.c_'c.:

B~adley, & White (1977) also found that

general nature or related to making a choice of college major appeared

to predict the undecided student. Greenhaus and Simon (1977) reported

that the reason some students have not decided on a career is because

work is simply not a central part of their life. Vocational indecision



Selected Personality Theories

9

may reflect either disinterest or

In summary, the list of variables

relationship to the undecided student is all encompassing.A1:'l::1:lpgg1:l:many

of these studies sought to

different from those who are able to make decisions,themajority£ound

no significant differences.

It is understandable then that with the inconclusive and conflicting

data on undecided students, academic advisorsi@,rid career counselors are

questioning how to advise and help these students iI'l.icareerdecision~

making. A theoretical frame;' of reference is needed to develop

systematic and empirical approach to career advisement.
··~~···~~~c~==========~~~c~==ccc=--

Carl Jung (1921/1971) developed one· of. the most comprehensive of

current theories to explain human .. personality. Where.otheri>observers

saw people's behavior as random, Jung saw.patternsi What he called

"psychological types" are patterns in the way people prefer to perceive

and make judgments. In Jung's theory,

be classified into four mental processes-two perceptioniprocesses

(Sensing and Intuition) and two judgment

Feeling). What comes into consciousness,

through the senses or through intuition. To

perceptions must be used. They are used-sorted, weighed, analyzed;

evaluated-by the judgment processes, thinking and feeling.

To understand the mental processes and how they form an individual's





term for a process of appreciation,

system of subjective personal values.

areas where understanding and cOinmunication with people is needed and

find the interpersonal skills more inEerest:Tng~ffiantecIinicar:::SKFf:Fs;

Thinking and Feeling are considered rational processes

reasoning to arrive at conclusions or decisions.

Jung believed everyone used all four mental processes buE one lIl~l.ll.a~

process became the dominant process, the core of personality.

who use the sensing perception as the dominantiprocessa:revery

practical people. They are grounded in immediate experiences,

at hand and concrete realities because of their close attention to data

provided by their senses. People who use EheiriEtiitive perception as a

dominant process are filled with imagined possibilities ,aSsoc.iations:,

abstractions, and theories that do not5!epend dire5~tlY/9n the senses .

They believe in intuitive insights and imagination t;O set life's
............................

directions. People who use thinking judgment asthe::idominantmental

process are logical, and have orderly

with feeling judgment as the dominant mental process direct their lives

toward human values and harmony (P.... " .." .. t-

In Jung's theory, the two kinds of perception, Sensing vs;Intuition

are polar opposites of each other as Thinkingvs.

opposites. When attention is focused on one process

simultaneously be focused on the opposite

this was a logical condition in humane:l{Pe:ri.eI1c.1e. i\.pe:rl:l0I1can/shift

quickly from one process to another, but can not.attend.toboth. If

people trusted and developed only one of the four mental processes their



lives would be one-dimentional. To avoid that, an indivi:dualdevelops a
- ---~__~~_-J

helping or auxiliary process to balance the dominant process (Lawerence,

1975).

Perhaps Jung is best known for

structure, Extraversion vs. Introversion. People who use their dominant

process primarily to run their actions in theworld-areextraver-ted;

People who reserve the dominant process forthe+personalworldofinner

thoughts and reflections are introverted. 'l'hedoriiiriaritpl:'ocessisthe

best introduction to a person; it tells the most about that person's

personality. Extraverts reveal their best ,first, In.troverts reserve

their best for their inner, the favored world,a.ndrevealmainly their

auxillary process to others (Myers & McCaulleY,iI985p. "243;.292)

Myers and Briggs expanded on Jung's ideas of psychological type and

created another scale to be used on the Myers~Briggs __
-------~-------~------~------~~~~~~--==~~--~-~~~--,=-.J

It is the last of the scales, Judging vs. Perceiving and reflects the

attitude taken toward the outer world. When the judgment process is

preferred the individual likes to have things decided, jUdged, planned,

organized and managed according to plan. In this personality pattern

the drive is towards closure, toward having a settled system in place.

When the perception is the preferred process the individual feels

inclined to keep things open and flexible, adapt to

and to experience life as widely as possible.

pattern, the drive is toward keeping plans-and organization to a minimum

so one can respond to each perception and adapt to new circumstances.

To summarize, in Jung's theory of personality, all conscious mental

activity occurs in two perception processes (Sensing & Intuition), and



While the MBTI puts Jung's theory of oersonalitv

frame of reference for identifying patterns in career

formal research has been done connecting student deve16pment

personality type (Lynch, 1987).

A number of theorists have defined the developmental tasks an

individual must evolve through to be able to come to a perspective of

Selected Developmental Theories

two judgement processes (Thinking &

procesSeS, but each individual differs in

she uses each of them. In each person one process is dominant> and that

process proclaims the basic way a person--aQaresses >ITfe •. >Il::=--a:·person:.--:--=-

concentrates on outward tuning to people, events ,and •. things

person's orientation to life is extraverted. rfaperson concentrates

on inward tuning to their private worldofthought;:sandideas,

person's orientations to life is introverted, Ba.l<!l-nce in personality is

achieved by developing the second of the four meI1t:a.Lprocesses ,.sotb.at

bot]:l a judgment and a perception can be

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator is an assessmentof·Jung's

personality types designed for the specificpl.1tpose of testing Jung's

theory of Psychological Types, as well as using the research results:in

practical applications. The MBTI' s four:· !s~~c~~a~l!~e~_~s_.~~i~~~~~~~~~8£:tt'L--= =~~~__j

types that are written in a four letter formula (ENFP). Type is a

dynamic system, and each type is an integratedpatterIl. (MyerS &

McCaulley, 1985).



career, awareness and development of

1959; Chickering, 1969; Perry, 1970; Super,

investigate these developmental theories in relat;ionshipt;<>Gareel:"

decision-making, in order to understand--wnatstudentswiIl--=OeconE"erned=

about, decisions that will be primary, how students"':'

those issues and what shifts in reasoning will occur.

By the time most students reach college several developmental tasks-

associated with life stages will have already occurred.

(1972) cited "leaving the family", as a life stage that usually happens

at age 18-24, and means coping with the major task of separating from

family, reducing dependence of family support and authority, and

reg;irding one's self as an adult. Marker events for this time according

to Newgarten (1968) involve leaving the home, developing new roles, and

making autonomous living arrangements. Thrl=i_~s~ll=_~'~~~_:~~(~=~~~~£!i~=---~~~=__= , ~

education, love relationships and career plans.

Erickson (1959) explained development as progressing t1:lro'Ugh various

stages that started in early childhood arid,contiritiedthrotignotit a

lifetime. He created eight stages, each stage containing critical

issues to be resolved. In this way the· earlier tasks help shape the

later tasks. The stages generally confronting late adolescents and

adults are: Identity vs. Role diffusion,

Generativity vs. Stagnation, and Integrity vs.Despair.

the fact that movement through life occurs in' interaction with parents,

family, social institutions and a particular culture. all of which are

bound by a particular historical period.

In Chickering's (1969) model the tasks of young adulthood, and
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Dualsim Positions 1,2 where knowledge is viewed as

traditional college age students are clustered into.sevenvectorsof

development that can be seen as sources of

a set of outcomes. These vectors are: developing cOIllpeteg¢e,managing

emotions, developing autonomy,

interpersonal relationships, developing purpose, •••• and developing

integrity.

Widick, Parker & Knefelkamp (1978

explain that in young adulthood the student:en.countersyar;lOUs societal

demands which take the form of "tasks"; the <college years are a time

when certain "things" must be done; the student must learn to think,

become independent, and start a career if he is to manage college. and

cope with adulthood. The vectors specify: in ip$yc1:l.010gieal terms the

nature and range of those tasks. It .followsthattheveetors··also

define what the central concerns of the·student will:be, the tasks which

will confront, and tend to be sources of worry •

Finally, each vector delineates changes in self ... a.wareness,

and/or skills which are manifestations ..of .. S\.lcce$$ful completion of that

task or vector.

Perry's scheme (1970) follows the intellectual and ethical progress

students follow through their senior years. He offered>a

framework for understanding students and was

of the decision-making tasks undecided students face.<;Perry!.stheory is

arranged into nine positions that follow a naturaL

development. The positions are:



Multiplicity

Relativism

Commitment

existing absolutely. Locus of control is external.

Tasks which require a consideration of options or

multiple points of view are confusing. No

self processing; C! ou; ~~~t:---------------:-:~

Positions 3,4 where multiple perspectives are

given consideration. Things are no longer "black

and white". Students understand the possibility of

right or wrong career decisions.

Positions 4,5,6 Students are able to· synthesize

diverse and complex elements of reasoning.

Students show the capacity for detachment, are

thinking analyticallYB:~<!_~_B:!1:__~valuate their own

ideas as well as others. This stage can often be

resistive to decision-making because so many

choices are available.

Positions 7,8,9 Students have made an active

affirmation of themselves and their

responsibilities in a

establishing an identity for
-_, •• ,.,._.,.'cc."",•• , ••.. cc·•.•.. ·.

process. A commitment to

as other personal cOmrnit:nl~!1:1:SlJ)109()1Il1O!:l a conscious

part of that identity.



One. of the unusual features of Perry's theory is that it provided

three alternatives to forward progression throughout thepositi()ns.

" temporizing" , where the student delays-Tn aposit~on,lies];tatl:ng-fo:tfaRe:

the next step. "escape" where the student is avoiding the respot1.sihility

of commitment, seeking refuge in relativislIl~Ild.i.":rfPtreat",wherea>student

returns to a dualistic orientation perhaps·to(find secl.1rity and the

strength to cope with a too challenging environment. Thus development or

forward progress through the "positions"cannothetaken for granted as

deflections to development may also occur (King, 1978 p. 39)

In summary, developmental theories can hedpadvisors and counselors

understand what current and future developmental tasks·a student faces in

finding a career. Each developmental task needs challenge and support to

grow and develop.

Career Decision-Making

A general consensus among researchers is that there are many

individuals who fail to learn even the·basic decisionoomakingskills

(Gordon, 1981; Greenhaus, Hawkins & Brenner, 1983). While the

requirements of decision-making according to Thoresen & Ew,:!/rt, (J.9·7~')

identify the process as: (a) specifying the task, (b)gathe:ririg:relevallt

information, (c) identifying alternatives and, (d) taking action toward

a tenative decision, the "when and how" of learning to make decisions is

related to a number of other variables in conjunction with the

developmental tasks. This section investigates the variables on the



The prerequisites of decision-making require an individual/t;o have

In Jung's theory of Psychological Types the combination of functions

exploration and self-processing skills (Knefelkamp

Wise, Charner & Randour (1976) examined the influences of

type, (Jung, 1921/1971; Myers & McCaulleY,1987),familyand

environment, (Krumboltz, 1976;), school (Spady, 1973; Thorensen & Ewart,

models with practical applications.

cognitive and social skills (Piaget,

personal side of decision-making, and several

indicated two basic ways of reaching a decision regarding any situation:

depersonalize every situation, object, and person by "explaining!' > them.

types want to personalize every situation,obj

impersonal, logical modes of reasoning. Thinking types want to

Super, 1957) and these prerequisites will beinfluencedby.personality

Feeling types base their decisions on personal considerations. Feeling

1976), mass media (Wise, Charner & Randour, 1976),andidentity

stressing their individual uniqueness. In making decisions, people need

to learn when it is appropriate to be objective,analyticaL,andto

Thinking; and Feeling. Thinking types base their decisions on

long range alternatives to themselves and/or other people. (.Mccgulley

weigh the consequences of their actions. At other times they need to

schools and mass media in influencing the career decision-making process.

These institutions function as influences in two ways, they instruct and

know how to use their own values, to weigh the relative

(Erickson 1959; Super 1957).

& Natter 1979).



they socialize. Instructional can be seen as

unintentional process. In any case there is increasedknowl:edgea.ncl c
.

competence. Socialization is a process that moredirectlyil1fb.1ences the

affective development of a person

developmental theories as a major issue in cl:l.reerclecision-making;

expectations, and values that a person needs for success in social roles.

At any stage in development one influencecanhe/lIlorepowerfulthan

Erickson (1959) notes that the task ofestablishing a workable self

anot~er, for example, during adolescence schools aIldfamilyare/more

influential and often maintain their infl:uei'iceii'itQadul:thood.

Identity and the formation of a self ...concept is identified in all

adolescent period: (a) moving from elementary to high schooL, < (b)

marker events that call for career related decisions in the late

part of having success in the decision~makingprocess. They cited several

Galinsky & Fast.(1966) stated that forming an identity was an integral

definition of identity is preeminent during adolescent/youngadult)rears;

to a lack of personal understanding or lack of identity.

selecting subjects to take in high school, (c)selectinga.cQllegei/and

hinders an individual in the decision-making process as an adolescent due

As the body changes the mind develops more

that allows the individual to conceptualize ideas.

Society pressures the individual to make concrete decisions,

ask himself, who am I, what will I be? Caught between adulthood and

particularly educational and vocational choices. The individual must

brings pressures from parents and college admissions· counselors.

(d) selecting a program of study in college. Lackofself-exploration



adolescence an individual exists in what Erickson called "anaturalperiod

of uprootedness" (Erickson, 1964, p. 90); he or she must pause;reffect;

and make sense of himself if he is to manage the complexities of

adulthood effectively. The

self image, to the present assets and liabilities, define future hopes

and actively synthesize an identity, a core concept which

sense of sameness and continuity. If the person fails to undertake the

identity task or is unable to find his way he risks corif'll.siori.,a

pervasive sense of alienation or diffusion in which he. is unsure of the

meaning in his life and drifts along on the path of least resistance

(Widick, Parker, & Knefelkamp, 1978).

Chickering (1969) devoted his fourth "vector" to establishing

identity, although it is difficult to distinguish as a separate

developmental realm. Growth along the first three vectors,
...................................................._.-·~·~~~=====-== -c-~·~~-==

Competence, Managing Emotions, and Developing Autonomy, are prerequisites

for establishing identity. In Chickering's model identityinvolves the

increased ability to integrate the many facetSQf one'S experience al1d

negotiate a realistic, stable image. It occurs as an inner s.ense that

there are core qualities which compriseoneLsbeing>intheworld. Thus

change is perceptual and attitudinal. This move towards clarifyingone(s

identity, involves coming to terms with one's

Arriving at an accurate realistic picture of self

experimentation in the realms where decisions are required;

relationships, purpose, and integrity.

How an individual discovers identity and self-concept is usually

through self-exploration and self-processing. In order to produce



Time perspective <which consists of

Super (1957)vproposed in
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time (Thoresen & Ewart, 1976 p. 34). Superc(1983)proposedaIllPwfour

development. In step one, his emphasis was on the fact·thi:ltrei:ldiness for

individual goes through in seeking

the self (Smaby & Tamminen, 1978).

thro~gh their work. Job choice is determined>by+a>PlPrson'sidea Of

some control over their careers.

rooted affective influences such as values, beliefs, expectations.about

certain personality characteristicsasbeirigfundamental toca-rlPer

meeting th~ir needs. Super saw

individuals possessing clearer and more certain perceptions of themselves

step-theory of assessment for career guidaricethat·tookiIltO\corisideration

are better able to discriminate

himself, an idea that is reasonalbly stabllPYlPtsubjectto change over

have global conceptions of themselves, whichtl1eyexpress\or "implement"

autonomy, because planning can only ··take· placeifpe()pleb~lievethey..:..hav.e.

reflection upon the experience of the past and anticipation of the future.

future. In step two, commitment to

satisfying and adequate decisions, the

to assess their own abilities and interests· to make self andoccupationi:ll

individuals' career development and possibilities. to see if they are ready

vocational and related career decision"'makingrequires;a'serise<of

preferences. Self esteem is essential to autonomy

It involves the substages of crystallizing, specifying, and implementing

work salience, which begins to take a more in

matching decisions. Exploring oneself and asking questions about various

I

!
I-
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life career roles become important

decision-making skills. Step three

has presented Step four includes

understanding'ofhow they see

more exploratton and awareness of careers are needed to

Another Career Development Model (Knefelkampand Slepitza,

adapted Perry's scheme that presents the issues of careers

counselors and career decision making in widely differentbu.t measu.rable

ways accdrding to ,Perry's positions of Dualism, Multiplicity, and

Relativism. The primary assumption of the Knefelkamp .. &rSlepitzaMQde1.

is that a student's level of cognitive complexity affects the way he or

she approaches the career developmental process. Theoretica.lly,an

increase in the complexity of thinking leads·to.a more sophisticated

approach to career and life style issues (Touchton etal
................"""---"-"".""."-""._"--~.~~~~~~~~".-~-~-~""·"-=d

156) . The design of the study involved work in two primary areas:«a)

the process area, or instructional methodology, and (b) the content

area, or curriculum. The three goals ofdevelopment<:l.linstruction Were:

to teach content, to help students to relate ideas from the course to

other areas of their lives, and to expand the complexity of their

thinking about career issues.

The following is an adaptation from Knefelkamp &

Developmental model which describes the movement of

simplistic catagorical view of career, career counseling; career

decision-making to a more complex, pluralistic view of the same. A

student's view of these areas affects the way that individual will

approach the entire career life planning process. As students move
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dichotomous thinking about the career life planning area.

Dualism. The first stage is characterized by simplistic,

Multiplicity. Students are beginning to realize a greater

cornrni tment s (Knef e1kamp & S1ep i tza ,1976-,p;-54}-~------------------~--~--~~---

the relationship between personal

dua1isti.c thinking students are a1mostexc1usive-lycontrol1ed--by
I

externals in their environment. Adhering to the belief that there is

career life planning process and hence make moresatisfyingipl:'l.:p~~:r

processing of self in relation to the career decision~making<process.

such factors as prestige, power, and financial reward to define both

ability to both analyze and synthesize material and exhibit only minimal

only one right career for them, they tend to turn to parents, teachers,

self and the right career decisions. These students are lacking in the

For them, the career decision-making process existso.n1yto;theextent

that one can turn to the authority to-provi<ie<theansweras-tothel;ight

counselors, interest inventories, the job market and economy, as well as

dissonance, and in an attempt to eliminate and reduce the possibility of

possibility of making right/wrong career decisions.

the counselor. The locus of control is still based on externa1.factors.

processes are getting more complex and the increasedcomplex:ity;;¢re-lip.e~

career (see appendix a for a practical application);

As the student matures in multiplicity the decision-making process

wrong decisions, students turn to a decision-making process provided by

.a10ng the scheme, they will exhibit a

-i



In summary, there are personal influences

Relativism. In this position the students' locus of control has

these influences and the developmental process the. career counselor or

Overall evaluations for the course ~~~~_'ye:t:y_£~~_itive ratings in all

p.164).

feelings of competence in subj ect matter ; and (d)rankingofcQurse .a.s

family and environment, schools and ma.ElElIIl~~~8:__E-!"ta~!_contribute to the

preparation, mastery of subject, and responsiveness tostlid¢"i:l.tneeds,

decision-making process. They are thus able to accept responsibility

for their career decisions.

sections. The developmentally taught sectionsconsistently?shoWed

the student now becomes the prime focus of the decision-making process

valuable and one they would recommend to others. (Touchtonet al.

higher satisfaction levels in the following areas: (a).instructor

As students reach· these higher levels of processing, they are able to

utilize the skills of analysis in their approach to· their own career

expands to incluqe a wider variety

one. External influences still continue to be helpful resources, but

the decision-making process that will yield.therightcareer;

shifted from an external reference point to a predominantly internal

wayan individual will make decisions. Througb.a.noveraFl. knowledge of

degrees of weight. The student sees the counselor's role as providing

(b) contributions of course structure and pro.cedures to learning; (c)

f
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advisor can assist the student in the

the student gain self-exploration

selecting and using appropriate developmental tasks

MBTI and Career Decision-Making

Type theory in conjunction with careerandstudent··development

theory can help a student gain greater self insight· and select an

appropriate program.of study. Patterns can be identified among$t1.ldents

who are undecided or decided about a college major related to their

types and to the combinations of their attitudes and functions (Lynch,

1987). This section examines the relationship between the MBTIand

career decision-making according to type theory.

Type theory provides a model for exp~c!i!!lJ.E.g_}:l:~~_~~_~taintypesmake

decisions. People take in data from the outside world Edther through

their Sensing or Intuition functions. One process is generally

preferred over the other. Sensing

senses and are most comfortable when attending to details, the specifics

of any situation. Gathering hard facts· that can be tested throl1ght:he!:r

senses. An Intuitive, in contrast, take in data by grasping the gestalt

of a situation, concentrating their attention on

rather than the boundaries of a situation.

channels it to reach a decision. (Pinkney, 1983)

reports that clinically the most frequent eyJcletl~e for distress in

decisioJ;l-making occurs in the Judging function of Thinkingvs. Feeling.

If the Thinking/Feeling function is poorly differentiated and the



for

to the outer world and

Another researcher, Scott Anchors (1985) saw a definite

reflective. Although they are adaptable in many

information and perceptions and may <fail to consider the possibilities.

career decisions. They may not take·the time to gather enough

types lack information on careers and are

this type is also most likely to make premature

are the most likely to make early career decisiohs. Ohthe6therhand

closure makes deciding on a college major an easier task'iThese<types

behavior. Extraverted Judging types are decisive, confident'and enjoy

types to be overrepresented among decided st\.ldehtsand Introverted

in decision-making. His research found the

firm on issues that are important to them. Many

others.

between the attitudes, Extravert vs IntrovertandJ\.ldgingvsPet.ceiving

closure and making things happen. This
....,>._---_.>.._----===============.===_.._...=~

making decision. They must be able to

Perceiving (IP) types to be overrepresentedamongundecided>students.

Introverted Perceiving types are characteristically hesitant and

Introverted, Judging, and Perceiving in relationship todecisioh,.rnakihg

appears to be a shifting back and

dominant process, the conflict is

Procrastination to take in more information and explore all of the

Using type theory, Anchors described these four attitudes ,<Extraverted,

be poor, basedorireports by

The final decision emerges in fatigue and confusion

yet be true to their inner world of personal values or logic.

i
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options can be one reason why

difficult time making decisions.

between the functions of Judging and

Her research studiedextrerne _

extreme Perceptive type with an underdeveloped aUX~l;.LaI."Y

process would gather;i.nformation and notbe.ab1e to use

decision. In college {ltudents such underdevelopment of the juCigem~nt

auxillary is often illustrated in the aimless wanderings in

maj or over a period of years. An extreme JuCig;i.ng •. type on the other

hand, without a well developed perception auxi11ary tends to make

decisions without information. This lack of development is often seen

in freshmen and sophomore students who choose majors and lifelong

careers without the slightest bit of knowledge of the educational

requirements, working conditions or job possibilities.
·············~-~·_·_·····~-~---·-~--=-------===--------====·=-·=c-d

In all cases, helping students to find a decisionmalc;i.ng71I1oCi~l, that

works for them is one of the most valuable advising activities.

Lawrence (1982) provided a zig-zag decision ma~l.!lgIllQ<:le.L

students understand and use their strengths and weaknesses. The model

begins with Sensing, gathering relevant,

validated through the senses. The second step is the intentiona1us~of

Intuition, what does the data mean? what possibilities doth.Elys\J.ggE!Sc-t:2,.",.

Thinking is then engaged to analyze and evaluate the

of acting on the facts and possibilities. Finally Feeling is used to

judge on the interpersonal harmony and personal values. This model when

applied step by step uses all four functions to achieve a more complete

and informed decision.
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Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and
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Myers and McCaulley (1985) have

Myers (1962) reported in her research that Extraverts

designing a questionnaire that determined

engage in particular medical activities

29

theory, dealt wi th in a 10gical sys tern, .are· attracted to· the

types are found in fields requiring day to day care ofpeople;eleIIientarYend

demonstrates that the practical, matter-of-fact ST types are found among

inside jobs. Data collected by the University of Florida Typology Laboratory

variables.

1975). Naomi Quenk developed a

middle school teaching, nursing, physical therapy. for

number of fac.torsare

require careful observation and classification. Thes()ciable andfriehdly Sf

her study supported the relationship between type preference and.occupational

logical and ingenious NT types who like work which involves

over rate on outside jobs, and Introverts have a lower turn-over rate··()ri

are found in fields concerned with possibilities forpeop.le, ()rl.lng.~rstanding

people. These types are also found in teaching, nursing oc.cupationaltherapy,

allied health.

business students, mathematics teachers, and in the biological sciences which

sciences, engineering, and law, but infrequently to elementary<educationarid

psychology, communications, the humanities, iliterature .. andtheaJ;ts.; : The.

linking type to work situations. Several examples

associations (Appendix C). Extraverts will tend to favor a quick· pace

quiet, more reflective approach to work. The Extravert is more likley than an

with multiple interactions in their work. Introverts will tend to prefer a

j
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I
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Introvert to sel~ct a consulting training

schools and teachers. The

position involving independent effort, the

the writing of reports. The

foundation for an individual's work modality.

occupations "that deal with concrete, realisti.c, andoperat:~9na.J..

Intuitive students<may be more interested in careers that require CQri!.p]..ex

problem solving, tolerance for ambiguity in task and approach; and attention

to pattern rather than details. Sensing types may tend to pursue. j ob

security, Intuitive types are more likely to follow unconventionaL and

clearly defined career paths. Thinking/Feeling preference is often more

important in terms of individual's comfort with the technical versus the

interpersonal aspects of occupations. Direct service to people a.ridhelping

roles are more often the choice of feeling types as well as a harmonious and

supportive work environment. Thinking types are more likely toY3seekwork

environments where logical analysis and evaluation of ideas,riumbets'ior

objects is required. Judgement/Perception preferences rela.tes··to···ortentation

in handling tasks as well as lifestyle. Judging types prefer organized

lifestyle with structure and order. Perceptive types prefer more

and adaptability in their lives and work. Judging types are more

with issues of control and closure and are more likely

management or organizational jobs. Perceptive·types

finding out about the world than in controlling it and are more likely to

gravatate to jobs requiring adaptation to ever changing situations, such as

consulting or some form of trouble shooting.

In summary, the recent research indicates that the extent to which one



Hy 1 There will be no significant difference

of Thinking vs. Feeling in undecided

- Two research questions and 13 hypotheses directed this study. Reasearch

of Sensing vs. Intuition in undecided students.

Hy 2 There will be no significant difference between the functions

question one asked "Can the MBTI be used to assesscareerdec:i.sion"'ID.aking in

making process questionnaire be used to .assesscareerdecision-making in

guideline to help students focus on what matters to them;andto cl§irifytheit

type of person one is. The

Research Questions and Hypotheses

precision (Myers&.McCaulley, 1987 p. 227). These. lists can be usedas<a

undecided students?" Reasearch question

more than 250,000 MBTI records. Occupations are . coded .. following the

Dictionary of Occupational Titles with some refinements to

undecided students?"

work style preferences and identify individual variation with the preference.

Lynch, 1987). The data which

longitudinal studies and the Center for Applications

application of psychological assessment

will enjoy various careers and

(CAPT) and -the MBT.I Data Bank. The MBTIDataBank is a

!
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in a career".

Hy 6 There will be no significantdifferencewb.enundecided

personality types were assessed according to the career decision

making process question, "I feel undecided about a career in general".

Hy 5 There will be no significant difference when undecided

personality types were assessed according to the career decisiort

making process question, "I feel very undecided about a major".

Hy 3 There will be no

of Extraversion vs. Introversion

Hy 4 There will be no significartt difference·between the attitudes

of Judgingvs . Perceiving in undecidecls1;.udents.

Hy 7 There will be no significant difference when undeCided

personality types were' assessed accQt'clingtothe career decision

making process question, "I feel undecided about a specific job

Hy 8 There will be no significant difference when undecided

personality types were assessed according'tothecareet' decision

making process question, "I feel anxious about making a decision

right now".

Hy 9 There will be no significant difference when undecided
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personality types were assessed according to the~.-career-.decision-

making process question, "I feel that I don't need to make-a decision

right now".

Hy 10 There.will be no significant difference when undecided

personality types were assessed according to the career <iecision-

making process question, "I feel that I might change my mind

about a career later".

Hy 11 There will be no significant difference when undecided

personality types were assessed according to the career decision w

making process question, "I have thought about taking a

absence or time-off from school".

Hy 12 There will be no significant difference when undecided

personality types were assessed on the careerdecision-makiIlg

request, "Rank order your top 3 influences related to making-~

a career decision".

Hy 13 There will be no significant difference when undecided

personality types were assessed on the career decision-maki:p.g·~

request, "Rank order you top 3 features of your ideal job".

Definition of Terms

Auxiliary Function-provides the balance of processes and is used to deal with



Career Choice-a decision about a particn.ilar occupation or cluster of careers.

state. trait and stage

Career Development- exploration and choice()~_()~~upationsandli:i3eS;1::ylE;lof

the life span.

Career Maturity-consists of planfulness, exploration, information, decision

making and reality orientation (Super).

Career-the work

individual holds in a lifetime.

Career Path-the continuing process through which a person engages in the

sequence of developmental and career decision making tasks neces;sa'i!'y'·'EQr,,··"·

personal growth in occupational life.

Career "Decision Making Process Ouestionnaire-Thisinstrument was

designed to assess how a student was feeling about the career decision making

process with respect to pressures associated with: making a decision,

anxiousness, influences, career values.

of development and helps reduce anxiety, focus on needs and move to next stage

of development.

Developmental Counseling-accepts the client at present

those parts of a person's life in which he

1962, p. 60).



contemplation of the concepts and ideas that makeup the world.

abstractions, or theoretical explanations of events. Types who prefer this

Introversion-is an attitude which prefers to relate

Intuition-is a function that deals with seeing new possibilities,

35

developed and is often refered to as theshawowfunction. It finds expression

thoughts and ideas. This type enjoys privacy, solitude and

in the dream world or in fantasies.

Inferior Function-the function opposite the dominant function is the.±east c

when encountered by any decision-making task.

Indecisiveness-trait refering to a more enduring and consistEmtPrQIl~Il~g§

appreciative, tactful, more concerned with the human and aesthetic issues than

with the technical side of problem solving;

by a subjective,valuing porcess establishing priorities in terms ofworth.

Types who prefer this process of corning to conclusions tend to become

Feeling-is a judgment function that is concerned with decisions best reached

people and things. This type enjoys activity, sociabilityandibeingierig.ag~.d

with people and events of the world.

Extraversion- is an attitude which prefl:rs--to---re-late-to--the--ottte-r....·war.ld-of-·_..:· .

Dominant Function-is the function that is the most highly developed •.



creative people who live for accomplishllleIlt

8. Are you more successful
(A) at dealing with the unexpected

and seeing quickly what should
be done, or

(B) at following a careully worked
out plan?

94. In deciding something important, do
(A) find that you can trust youfeeung

about what is best to do. or
(B) think you should do the

thing, no matter how you feel
about it?

infor~ation to make decisions and spend as much time as

important but opposite functions, Extraversion vs.lntroversion. Sensing vs.

that people often go against their preferences when rising to a special

are organized,planned, and achieved on predetermined schedules.

Myers-Briggs Type Inventory-This personality test consists of 166 forced

about the future.

method of perceiving tend to become

choice questions. All questions deal with relative preferences for two

Intutition, Thinking vs. Feeling, Judging vs. Percieving. The test assumes

life, thus the items on the test deal with the simple results of preferences.

occasion, but show their true preferences in the little events

of reacting to various situations of everyday life. Part II is a series of

word pairs and the respondant is asked to choose the more appealing word.

Judging-is a lifestyle attitude. This type prefers to

Parts I and III have item responses that are phrases reflecting opposite ways

Typical questions include:



scores. The continuous scores were used in scoring, but were reduced to
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systematic34. (A)

Sensing-is a function that deals with data from the senses, what is visible,

tangible, and auditory. Types who prefer·· this method of perceiving tend to

46. (A) imaginative
The test results in eight

become observant, practical, realistic people who value common sense and

defining factors

Which word in each

Self-Processing-the ability to examine oneself and be cognizant .of one's

characteristics and goals.

Self-Exploration-is a willingness to investigate personal interests,

perceptive attitude as much of the time1n:r-they-c-an~tayi:ngcuriot:tScj=-------

open,flexible and adapting to new events.

Perceiving-is a lifestyle attitude. This type prefers to stay in the

Occupation-a category of work positions, usually jobs, that have been

characterized as having similar routines, requisites, and returns.

dichotomous types for most of the data analysis.

purposes it is also possible to use the results in the form

are bipolar, and ;make up a total of sixteen

representing four personality traits.



~-Jungian typology as measured by the Myers-Briggs Type Indica.tor.

Undecided/Undeclared Student-is that individual who is undecided about his or

her educational and/or vocational plans. These students may also have

declared themselves to be "undecided" at the UW-La Crosse.

living for the joys of the moment.

Thinking-is a judgment function that is

through impe.rsonaL,l()gical

this process of corning tocoIl.cYlusions tend to become

skeptical and tough-minded, more interested in

making.
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were females and 8 were males.

two part study, with one session being set up for testing,}atida.follow-

CHAPTER II

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The sample for this study consisted of undeclared majors at the

This ,study dealt with the relationship between Myel:'s;Briggs

were present for testing. Of the 33 students

up session for test interpretation. Thirty three students respo.ridiidang

letter. (Appendix A) was sent to 300 students,dividedequally

mailing from the 1987 fall academic list of undeclared majors. A cover·

between males and females. Students were invitedtopaxticipat~in this

sophomore classes. The sample was generated through.aratidomselE:1ction

University of Wisconsin-La Crosse from the fall.1987freshmania.tid

Sample

and influences on one's career decisions.

career decision..making process questionnaire was. used to assess· problems

the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. TheMeyers-BriggsTypeiTndicator

personality types and the resulting career decision-making process at 00

(MBTI) was administered to identify specificpers()rialitytypesanda



Students were

in the decision-making process. The

40

Students understood that the test results would be confidential but were

This study was conducted during the fall semester

data was hand scored and coded by the researcher. The 13 variables on

determining the mental process students·follow in selecting a career.

Stude~ts from the undeclared maj

the career decision-making questionnaire· served. as criteria for.

examined for statistical significance.

Research Design

MBTI

contained 13 reoccuring

introducing this study and listing the testing times and dates were sent

one week prior to the testing times.

academic year at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. Cover letters

The Myers-Briggs and the career decision-making process q~estionriaire

questionnaire were administered to undeclared students in three

different residents halls on December 1, 2,3,1987>. Of the students

the following week for test interpretation.

from 3-12 per session. The MBTI and a career dec is ion..makiIlg process

were correlated using the Pearson r, and the resulting relationships

one of three specified times for testing. The size ofthegro~pranged

Proceedures

asked to put names on their test sheets and questionnaires for purposes

who took the test and answered the questionnai're,21sttidElI1fs·· returned

r
I

I
I
I
1
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treatment.

the Pearson correlation

The dichotomous MBTI personality scales and the coded career

1. Questionnaire on career decision-making process (Appendix B)

The Myers-Briggs 'Was hand scored by the researcher by the method of .

to UW-L's VAX-SPSS computer network for statistical packaging and

decision-making process questionnaire were analyzed in frequency

distributions. Scores on'the MBTI were correlated with the continuous

influences, and ideal job features. For the first seven questions

coefficients.

scores on the personality scales,

was numerically coded to facilitate analysis. All data were transfered

continuous scores •. and the career decision~makingprocessquestionna.i:te

later.

Data Ana1ysis

of matching scores from the two

feeling about the career decision-making processwithrespeet'·t()·~,

pressures associated with: making a decision, anxiousness, career

This instrument was researcher-designed to assess how a student was

students were asked to circle one statementperta.itlingto how they felt

Instrumentation

Likert scale: I-very untrue; 2-somewhat true; 3-neither true or untrue;

about the career decision-making process using the following five-point
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(Myers-Briggs Type Inventory Test)

spontaneous (B)

The second part of~the ·quest:-iGnnai-~e~

matter-of-fact (B)imaginative

systematic34. (A)

46. (A)

2. Mygi:.e.::.fu~~~~!!m::Li.M!IT!1~----:--.--:-::-~===~=~..:~:~ .._.. __..~~ ..._~:-

feel about it?

Which word in each pair appeals to you more?

should be done, or

(A) at dealing with the unexpected and seeing quickly what

8. Are you more successful

94. In deciding something important, do you

(B) at following a carefully worked out plan?

(B) think you should do the logical thing, no matter .howy_o\l

to do, or

(A) find that you can trust yourfeelingaboutwhaf is best

preferences. Typical questions include:

day life, thus the items on the test deal with the simple results of

occasion,> but show their true preferences in the little events of every

people often go against their preferences when rising to a special

questions deal with relative preferences for·two important

functions: Extraversion vs. Introversion, Sertsirtgvs .Irttutition;~

Thinking vs. Feeling, Judging vs. Percieving. The testassurnesthat

appropriately.weighted to offset social desirability effects. All

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator consists of 166 forced choice items"··

or her top three career influences <and career values;

consisted of two questions which the student was asked to :rank:"·orde:rchis

4-somewhat true; 5-very true.

l.

I

i
\



1. This study was limited to undeclared majors in the fall of 1987

freshman class.

2. This study was limited to the traditional University of Wisconsin

La Crosse freshman undeclared students which excluded minority,

transfer, non-traditional, foreign and declared major students.

Delimitations

As stated above, the MBTI

Extroversion vs. Introversion,

Feeling, judging vs. Perceiving. Each

preference;s which, under J,ung's

judgment. One pole of each of the four preferences is preferred

other pole for~each of the 16 MBTI Types. The preference

is independent of preferences for the other three indices, so

four indices yield 16 possible combinations called "Types" denoted by

the 4 letters of the preference (e.g., ENFP, ISFJ.). The theory

postulates specific dynamic relationships between the preferences. For

each type, one process is the leading or dominant process and a second

process serves as an auxiliary.



RESULTS, AND DISCUSION

This study was designed to determine if a personality

Myers-Briggs Typ~Inventory, and a career decision-making questionnaire

could be used to identify specific personality types, and e:xalllinethe

problems and influences these types have in the career decision-making

process.

Two research questions and 13 hypotheses directed this study.

Research question one asked "Can the MBTI be used to assess career

decision-making in undecided students?" Research question two asked,

"Can the career decision making process questionnaire be used to assess

career decision-making in undecided students?" To test the research

questions and hypotheses, 33 students were administere~d the MBTI and a

career decision-making process questionnaire. The data from the MBTI

and career decision-making questionnaire were analyzed using the Pearson

r correlation. The results of this study are reported in this chapter.

Test of Hypotheses

Hypothesis one stated that there would be no significant difference

between the functions of Thinking vs. Feeling in undecided students. To

test hypothesis one, a frequency count was made whichrevealedTl

students with a preference for the Thinking function and 22 students

with a preference for the Feeling function. Based on this 2:1 ratio for

44
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the Feeling function, hypothesis

Hypothesis 2 stated that

between tqe functions of Sensing vs.

To test hy'poltnles.is

preference for the Sensing function and 18 students' with a preference

for the Intutitive function. Based on this insignificant difference,

hypothesis 2 wassuppofted.

Hypothesis 3 stated that there would be no significant difference

between the attitudes of Extroversion vs. Introversion in undecided

students . 'To test hypothesis 3 a frequency count revealed17st:tl.c1~11t:s

with a preference for Extroversion and 16 students with a~reference

for Introversion. Based on this insignific:antdiffefenc:e,hypdthesis3

was supported.

Hypothesis 4 stated that there would be no significant difference

between the attitudes of Judging vs. Perceiving in undecided students.

To test hypothesis 4 a frequency count revealed 10 students with a

preference for Judging and 23 students withapreferenc:ef()rPerc:elvtn~;

Based on this 2:1 ratio for the Perceiving preference,hypothesis four

was rejected.

Hypothesis 5 stated that there would be no significant difference

when undecided personality types are assessed accordingtothe .....career

decision-making process question, "1 feel very undecided about a major" ..~~~,~,~ .. ,' _

To test hypothesis 5 the Pearson r correlation was used to 'determine if

there were significant relationships between the MBTI personality types

and the career decision-making process. The level of significance was

set at .05 level. Analysis of hypothesis 5 revealed no significant



difference which supports hypothesis

Hypothesis 6 stated that

when undecided personality types are

decision·making process qu(}stion,

general. To test hypothesis six the Pearson r correlation indicated a

positive relationship at the .002 level for the MBTI personality. typ.e,

Introversion, revealing that undecided introverted personality types feel

greater indecision"about a career in general. Based on this level of

significance, hypothesis 6 was rejected.

Hypothesis 7 stated that there would be no significant difference

when undecided personality types are assessed according to the career

decision-making process question, "I feel undecided about a specific·job

in a career". To test hypothesis 7 the Pearson r correlation indicated

no significant difference. Hypothesis 7 was supported .
.. .- _._.._ _--..__._._--------------_ _--

Hypothesis 8 stated that there would be no significant difference

when undecided personality types are assessed according to the career

decision-making process question,"I feel anxious about making a decision

right now". Analysis of hypothesis 8 indicated a significant

relationship between the career decision-making question and the MBTI

scales of Introversion p>.Ol8 and Judging p>.096. Based on this level of

significance, hypothesis 8 was rejected.

Hypothesis 9 stated that there would be no significant difference _ .... _

when undecided personality types were assessed according to the career

decision-making process question, "I feel that I don't need to make a

decision right now". Analysis of hypothesis 9 indicated no significant

difference. Hypothesis 7 was supported.



about a career later" . An/a1ys is o:E :nYP()It;l:'le-::t-ilr-:};t:)-:-:i:Rel~:i:<:~l3A;e~a-:-'flo--:----_--------,

relc;tionships. They were: (1) Introverted types and making money p>.006

types and being of service to others p>.Oll (4) Sensing types and making

(2)Introverted types and security for the future p>.050 (3) Extroverted

ideal job". Analysis of hypothesis 13 found,severc;lsignificc;nt

when undecided personality types were assessed on the career decision-

Hypothesis 13 stated that there would be no significant difference

Hypothesis 12 was rejected.

and other (making money) p>. 05 . Basedonithese<'significc;ntfindings,

Hypothesis 11 stated that there would be no significant difference

making process request, "Rank order yourtop3>featuresofyour

p>.062, (3) Judging types and earning a degree p>.OS, (4) Feeling types

l;Jypothesis 10 stated that there would be no significant difference

Hypothesis 12 stated that there would be no significant difference

47

relationships at the p<.05 level of significance. They were: (1)

Perceiving types and interests p>.087, (2) Thinking types and faculty

career decision". Analysis of hypothesis 12fQJ4.tld several<significant

making request, "Rank order your top 3 infl.tlences ,tel.<:ited "to making a

indicated no significant difference. Hypothesis 11 was supported.

when undecided personality types were assessed on the career decision-

of a,bsence or time-off from school". Analysis of hypothesis 11

decision-making process question, " I have thought about taking a leave

when undecided personality types were assessed according to the career

significant difference. Hypothesis 19wassupporited~

decision-making process question,

when undecided personality types were assessed accordingt:othecareer

I-

I

I
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money p>.093 (5) Intuitive types

types and leisure time p>.005 (7)

prestige p>.097 (8) Judging types

types and personal fulfillment

recognition and prestige p>.098 (11)

p>.080. Based on these significant findings hypothesis 13 was rejected.

Discussion

The findings in this study were consistent with Jung'stheory of

personality types and the combination of functions indicated by the two

basic ways of reaching a decision; Thinking vs.Feeling. This study

found a 2:1 ratio of undecided students in the Feeling preference.

According to type theory, Feeling types base their
~-----------

considerations and values, while the Thinking

on logical facts; thus both types use

their decision. The high number

indicates that perhaps they need to know and understand themselves and

their values better in order to facilitate their career decision-making

process.

A second finding of this study that was consistent with type theory

predictions was the 2:1 ratio of undecided students in

attitude. In the Perceiving attitude an individual is inclined to keep

options open and flexible, the drive is toward keeping plans and

organization to a minimum. In the Jugding attitude, the individual likes

to have options decided, judged, planned and organized. The drive is
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towards closure and having a

understandable that a Perceiving undecided student would keep: careet~ .

options open as long as possible in case a better opportunity

along. A Judging undecided student, looKing for closure ,mighf.-·se~tleon---:·_··

a career too early, and change careers later when more factshave.beE:!l1

gathered.

In answer toreasearch question numberl,"Canthe MBTI be used to

assess decision making in undecided students?" the researcher feels that

the MBTI gives a framework for understanding that each personality type

responds differently to developmental tasks, and the .process of c.oming

to a career decision. The MBTI may help students to assess congruent

choices between personality type and career choice. ResearchquestiQn

number 2 asked "Can the career decision-making process questionnaire be

used to assess career decision making in undecided students~~ The

researcher feels that the career decision-making process questionnaire

might help college career counselors andacademic.advisorsunderstand

where a student is in terms of career development, and the problems and

influences a student has in making a career decision.

Limitations

The objectives of the study were to gain anindepthiutldetstl:\Ildirig

of the relationship between personality types among <undecided freshman

students and their mental process in selecting a career (career

decision-making process).

One of the limitations of this study for generalizing the results
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assessment instrument in the career decision-makingproce$s~

3. Further studies should be done evaluating the MBTI as an

career decision-making process.

understand how the student is thinking and feeling about the

given at the time of counseling, to helptheCbUnselor

2. The career decision-making process questionnaireshbuldbe

into academic advising.

1. The MBTI should be given to freshman students as they enter

non- traditional , minority, internati()IH1!09.Ilcl<i~~id.~d.poPt11ations.

4. The effectiveness of the MBTI and ~~.L~.'~

process should be studied using a largersaIIlpleandificltidi1ig

. While the career counselors and academic advisors at UW-L emphasize

Recommendations

to the other groups was the small nUlIDb'er

international, fiori-traditional, arid· decfaeastudentrepresentatic>ii~-

limitation was an unequal distribution of sex, 25 females and 8males~

A further limitation of this study wasthelackofminc>rity,

broader knowledge base than student developmerit theory, to more fully

student development theory, the researcher believes there needs to be a

The following recommendations are based ori this arid other· researchers

understand and direct students in their career decision-making process.

work as reported in this paper.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY



those who are able to make

sighificicant differences.

The review of literature

Theories, identified the theoretical frame:-or:-rererence:-:-that--was- "tl:re ""-:. -""_...__ .

base for the MBTI. Jung' ~ theory of personality im~ludedthe

Extroversion vs •. Introversion dimensionandtheclassificationofal.l·

mental activityi"rrt:ofour mental processes. The processes were: Two

perception proc~1:l~~s, Sensing vs. Feeling, ahd<two judgment 'P:tocess~s

Thinking vs. fe~ling. Each person uses all four prOcesses but" one is

dominant, and one is auxilIary. According to Jung, decision-making is

most closely related to the Thinking-Feeling function (Jung, 1921/1971).

The review of literature in section·· (c) Selected Developmental

Theories, focused on the theories of Erickson, Chickeringgl1dFerry.

Each developmental theory identifies specific tasksthatan.indiv.i<i\.1a~

must deal with in the process of maturation. Perry's scheme of

intellectual and ethical progress offered a framework forunder~tanding

students and was helpful in identifying some of the decision-making

tasks undecided students face.

The review of literature in section (d).Cgr~~rDecil):i,Ol1.. I1gki..l1gj

revealed that there are personal influences affectingtheicareer

decision-making process: MBTI personality type, forming an.identityand

self-concept. External influences affecting thecgree:r<i~ci1:li..ol1.. mgk.i.ng

process include: family, environment, schools,andmassmedia. These

factors and others, all contribute to the way an individual will make

decisions.

The review of literature in section (e) The MBTI and Career



and informed decision.

feelings, when making a decision

Other researchers examined the relationship of extremes in the

Using the MBTI to help a student find a decision...makingllloclel

Several researchers have found a positive correlation between. the.

then,\becomesanexhausing and frustrating experience.

the career decision-making process. Introverted Perceiving' types were

attitudes, Extroversionvs. Introversion.andJudging vs.Perceivingin

how individuals make decisions.

overepresented among decided students and Extroverted Judging types

enough information.

information that can be validated through the senses. Second is the

intensional use of Intuitution, examining what the data IDeGlns)and).what

possibilities it suggests. Third is the engagement of Thinkitig to._.

Thinking vs. Feeling function shifts

be able to use it to make a decision. An extreme Judging type without a.

possibilities. Fourth is using Feeling to.Judgethe interpersonal

begins with the Sensing function, gathering relevant concrete

attitude of Judging vs. Perceiving. Extreme Perceptive types with an

were overepresented among decided students.

underdeveloped Judging function would tend to gather information>andmot

Decision-Making, focused on the MBTI' s type theorycIDodel for--expla-ining

well developed perception auxilIary tended to make a decision without

analyze and evaluate the logical sequences ofactin.g<mthe facts arid

step by step process uses <all four functions to· achieve .• a more complete

harmony and personal values. This decision making model, when used in a

~rr.



this research is based on came

The review of literature in

Several of the hypotheses were rejected due tosi;gnificant

The review of literature generally concluded that "understanding the

Center for Psychological Type, and the MBTI Data Bank. Occupationswere

occupational setting~ that match their

guideline to help students focus on what matterst()themandt()clarify

their work style preferences and identify individual variation with the

choice indicated that personality t"Dl~S l!:ra"V'itate to <caLrE~el:~S~~-al:id~'·"·c. :"" ".

thinking processes and preferences as identifiedbytheMBTlpersonality

type, and the tasks and stages of studentdevelopmenttheorYiTa wider

coded following .the Dictionary of OccupationaL Titles with some

preferences.

refinements to achieve greater precision. These lists can be used,asa

in the career decision-making process.

findings. The results of hypotheses 1 and 4 found that 'tWoMBT:Etypes;

Feeling and Perceiving, appeared twice as often as other types These

findings were consistent with Jung's theory of Psycliologigal types atld

the combination of functions indicated by the two basic ways of reaching

types base their decisions on personal considerations and valttel3ii> while

a decision, Thinking vs. Feeling. According to type theory, Fee.liiigI

different criteria to arrive at their decision. The large number of

Feeling type students indicated that perhaps theyneedtoknowcand

knowledge base will assist the counselor or advisor in h£dpihgstudent::;

understand themselves better in order to make a comfortablecdecision.

Thinking types base their decisions on logical "facts Both types use



significant relationships between the MBTI personality types JI.p.g<t:1:le

Several relationships were found between MBTI types and career

type theory. In the Perceiving "...... .1.......uc

toward closure and having a settled system in p1.ace.

interests, Thinking types were influenced by faculty members,Judging

Extraverted types ranked being of service to others as their number one

to have options decided, judged, planned and organized; thedrive~is~'~

types ranked leisure time as number one and being creative asnumb~r

The ratio of Perceiving types to

influenced by making money. Correlations betweenMBTI types andidea:1

types were influenced by earning a degree, and Feeling types were most

influences: Perceiving types were most often influenced by their

career decision-making process. Results found that Introverted types

along. The Pearson correlation was used to determine ..•. if there were

options open as long as possible in case abette:roppo:rt:uuity would come

two, Thinking types ranked recognition and prestige as number one,

for the future as their ideal job feature and making money as second,

understandable that ··a Perceiving undecided .student would keep career

types ranked being creative as number one, personal fulfillment as

reported greater indecision and anxiety in career decision"'making.

k~ep options open and flexible, the

organization to a minimum. In

job features found these relationships: Introverted types ranked secuity

Judging types ranked their number one job feature as ability, Perceiving

number two and recognition and prestige as number three. In answer to

job feature, Sensing types ranked making money as number one.,......Intui.tive



the research questions the researcher

framework for understanding thateachpe

differently to developmental tasks and th

decision. The MBTI may help studentst:o-asse:s:S~oRg-:t;u~tl:~ll

between personality type and career choice. The

process questionnaire might help counselors' and adivsors' understa.nd

where a student is in terms of career development and the problems and

influences a student has in making a career decision.

The four recommendations that resulted from this study are a

combination of broadening the counselors' and advisors' knowledge base

in order to more fully understand and direct students in their career

decision-making process, and to further studytheMBTI as well a.s other

personality inventories, to determine their effectiveness·withsttident:s

engaged in the career decision-making process.
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Dear/Student,

Sincerely,

Undecided about a maj or? Haven' t thoughtaboutitio.riid()p.Lti)i~now

how to think a.bout it? Are you one of thoseeilliglit:~ij.~<:1:f;'~WWl:J.()gji~
totally confused about a career?

Hi, my name is Jody Wosepka ,a:f()rmerundecidedstudeij.tt:fbW::d(':)i'tig2=2:2:",ccct 2C2
my graduate work in College Student· Personnel. Forfuythesisp~pcei'r::r

have chosen to study the relationship betweenundecidedsttldep.t~<:l.nci.a
career decision-making test called tl:J.e Myers-:Briggs Type Indigc'lt9:t"
(MBTI). Your name was one of the 300 selected at random froilla list
of undeclared majors I received from the computer center.

I would like to invite you to participate in this research
project. It will require 45 minutes of your tiIIleto take the test and
a follow-up test interpretation where I can explain what Qccupations
you might be most interested in exploring. The test will be given in
several of the resident halls. Please choose one hall and time most
convenient for you.

December 1 (Next Tuesday) Coate Hall Conference Room
12:15 5:15 7:00

December 2 (Next Wednesday) Angell Hall Inquire at desk
12:15 5:15 7:00

December 3 (Next Thursday) Laux Hall Blue Study, basement
12:15 5:15 7:00

If you can't make these times and still want to take the test, please
call me at 785-8514.

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator is a personality test that has
been gaining popularity in colleges and'll,gl-versi.ties over the pa.st few
years. It helps people understand their preferences andpQssible
strengths which can be translated into different j ob se~'t!J:lgs .. cIt can
indicate work environemtns and activities that might beiI1t~reS:ti.ng .
and valuable to you. In general, the indicator isa goodway to
understand yourself and others.

Jody Wosepka
Graduate Intern, Career Services
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Rank order your top three influences related to making a career
decision:

CAREER

Please answer the first seven qULes:tl.orlS'a:~~~~~1ts;~~~~•••~.~;~l~~:~~~.
decision-making process using r
true a statement is for you:

__Friends, peer expectations
__Earning a degree
__Gaining Security for the future
_Other (please specify)~-~--~~

your ideal job:
__Harmonious environment
___Using my special abilitres"
__Being creative
__Personal fulfillment
__Close relatioIlship~__ ~~ .~.

Parental expectations(family)
__My interests
__Faculty member's expectations
__Self improvement

i-Very untrue
2-Somewhatuntrue
3-Neither untrue or true
4-Somewhat true
5-Very True

1. I feel very undecided about a major.
2. I feel undecided about a career

in general 1 2 3 4 5
3. I feel undecided about a specific

job in a career. 1 2 3 4 5
4. I feel anxious about making a decision

on my major 1 2 3 4 5
5. I feel that I don't need to make a

decision right now. 1 2 3 4 5
6. I feel that I might change my mind

about a career later. 1 2 3 4 5
7. I have thought about taking a leave of

absence or "time-off" from school. 1 2 3 4 5

Rank order your top three features of
__Security
__Being of service to others
__Recognition and prestige
__Leisure time
__Making money
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Like

Tend to
dislike

Have trouble remembering names
and faces.

Tend not to mind working ~on~-one

project for a long time
uninterruptedly.

Are interested in
behindtheirj op..

Like to think alot before they
act, sometimes/withQ.ut acting.

Works contently alone.

Have some problems communicating.

EXTRAVERTS
EFFECTS OF EACH PRJ8P<'RE~CI&--lN'W~~~~~~~~~~~_~~.:: __~.--:

Like variety and action.

Tend to be faster, dislike
complicated procedures.

Are interested in the results of
their job, in getting it done and
in how other people do it.

Often act quickly, sometimes
without thinking.

Likes to have people around.

Are often good at greeting people.

Usually communicates freely.

Are often impatient with long
'slow jobs.



EFFECTS OF EACH PRE~FERE~lCE

THINKING TYPES

Do not show emotion readily and are
often uncomfortable dealing with
people's feelings.

May hurt people's feelings without
knowing it.

Like analysis and putting things
into logical order. Can get along
without harmony.

Tend to decide impersonally,
sometimes paying insufficient
attention to people's wishes.

Need to be treated fairly.

Are able to reprimand people or
fire them when necessary.

Are more analytically oriented
respond more easily to people's
thoughts.

Tend to be firm-minded.

Like harmony. . Efficiency may
be disturbed by office feuds.

Often let decisions be
influenced by their own or other
people's personal likes and wishes.

Need occasional praise.

Dislike telling people
unpleasant things;

Are more people-oriented
respond more easilYt:QP~QPlebs

values.

Tend to be sympathetic.



EFFECTS OF EACH PREFERENCE

SENSING TYPES

Dislike new problems unless there
are standard ways to solve them.

Like an established way of doing
things.

Enjoy using skills already learned
more than learning new ones.

Work more steadily, with realistic
idea of how long it will take.

Usually reach a conclusion step by
step.

Are patient with routine details.

Are impatient when the details get
complicated.

Are not often inspired, and rarely
trust the inspiration when they are.

Seldom make errors of fact.

Tend to be good at precise work.

Like

Dislike doing the
repeatedly.

Enj oy learning a new ski1lmore _
than using it.

Work in bursts of energy
powered by enthusiasm; with
slack periods in between.

Reach a conslusion quickly.

Are impatient with routine details.

Ate patient with complicated
situations.

Follow their inspirations, good
or bad.

Frequently make errors of fact.

Dislike taking timefot precision.
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EFFECTS OF EACH PREFERENCE

JUDGING TYPES

Work best when they can plan their
work and follow the plan.

Like to get things settled and
finnished.

May decide things too quickly.

May dislike to interrupt the project
they are on for a more urgent one.

May not notice new things that need
to be done.

Want only the essentials needed to
begin their work.

Tend to be satisfied once they
reach a judgment on a thing,
situation, or person.

Do not mind leaving
for alterations.

May have trouble making decisions.

May start too many projects and
have difficulty in in finishing
them.

May postpone up.pleg.sg.p.t jobs.

Want to know all about a new job.

Tend to be curious and welcome
new light on a thing, situation,
or person.



Activity

Career groups
Talk with professionals
Career Testing
Trial &error jobs
Career fairs

Individual
Counseling
Talk with professionals
Career library
Discover
Career Testing

Discover
Sma11 groups
Career Testing
Audiovisuals

Talk with Prof~ssionals

Career Testing
Sma 11 groups
careerlFai rs
Career Library

Discov~r

career,. re"stin9
Career Library
Lecturt:!s i i

"F" like worki ng in group proj~cts ,. Sma11 ~roups

and human relations. Active so¢ia11y Talk wilt~!profeSsillTlails
Career, ~~sting

"J" learn from materialS preserted DiscovWi'
in an orderly way work ',efficientlY car,eer'",IL,.·

, " career'~,
"P" require variety, novelty " "Sm~]1~1
and change. autonomy and opportunities,!,'1
to •• be spontaneous T~l~)w~

C~r~rl
Tri,al '

"T" prefer structured groups
with clear goals. Lecture
situations

"N" prefe~ ~elf paced learning
and courses that let them study
on their own initiative. Like
activities where flexability
and understanding are required

Personality Type

'''1" likes practical. realistic
material presented in logically
structured and organized way
careful'attention to detail
and progress ion step by step
fashion clear expectations

"S" T.V. and ~udiovisuals and
demonstrations are appreciated.
do best'with activities that
teach specific content in an
organized way

"E" enjoys learning in groups
favor spontaneity in the way
infonnation is presented as well

'as opportunity to engage in
discussions

Career Counseling

Provide personal atmosphere
through small group work and
individual interviews.

Encourage self-processing

Develop analytical skills

Encourage ability to assume
responsibility, take on new
roles. and ability to take
risks with the self

Openness to alternative perspect
perspectives

Dualistic students may have
difficulty in processing the
self-assessment content typical
of most career planning courses

Provide structure through specific
assignments, instructions and
exercises.

Challenge students to a more
multi~istic view with diversity
and experimental learning

Provide structure

minimal self
processing

Looks to
authority for
ri ght answers

Lacking in
ability to
analyze and
synthesize
material

External locus
of control

"Looki ng for
the Perfect
career"

DUALSITIC

Simple
Dichotomous
Thinking

Perry's Scheme


